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By Jack Beck

AuthorHouse. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 616 pages. Dimensions: 8.8in. x 6.0in. x
1.7in.Before you turn the next 613 pages, I want you to know that travel by airplane is still the safest
mode oftransportation available, --so far, --in this millennium. There are unannounced drug and
alcohol checks for the entire crew, --------------Crews and Stews-------------. These inspections are
made prior to going to work-at the airport. Volume I of Flying High occurred mostly in the last of the
fifties and the Whoring Sixties. Color Television was playing in the display window of your local
department store. Dick Tracy and buddies had the only Cell Phones. Mary-juanna started taking
money away from the liquorand tobacco industry. The hippies were moving into the Haight-
Ashberry area. The pill had become the Catholics answer to birth control. That didnt work. -The
worlds population has doubled since one-ninner-six-zero. -------- and Jet airplanes were leaving
contrails in the sky for the first time. Aviating, at that point in time, was a litta, no a lottaloosa, than
it is now. I have written in Co-Pilots and Flight Engineers as Captains-iflater on in the course of
FLYING GIANT AIRLINES they achieve the---SKY GOD STATUS AS CAPTAINS. And by...
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Complete guideline! Its this type of great read through. it absolutely was writtern quite perfectly and helpful. I am very happy to explain how this is
basically the best book i actually have read through during my personal life and can be he very best book for at any time.
-- Joshua Gerhold PhD-- Joshua Gerhold PhD

A very awesome book with perfect and lucid reasons. It really is basic but shocks within the 50 percent of the book. Its been designed in an exceptionally
easy way and is particularly merely right after i finished reading this ebook where in fact changed me, change the way i think.
-- Meagan Roob-- Meagan Roob
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